Straw, wood or bricks?
A traditional tale is a story that's
been told and repeated for many
years until it becomes well-known and
embedded in the culture. Additionally,
there are other narratives such as 'fairy stories'
or 'fairy tales', which are similar to traditional
tales, but they tend to involve a more magical
element. Traditional tales are prominent stories in a culture that are
passed down between generations and retold

Andy Goldsworthy is a British artist,
known for his sculptures and photography.
He is an environmentalist and strives to
protect the environment. Goldsworthy
makes sculptures with natural materials on
sites in the UK and around the world. He has
made them in forests, fields, cities, lakes and fields. They are
known as land art. As well as making sculptures, Andy
takes photographs of his
work over time to show
how they change. The
natural materials he uses
have different properties
and can be manipulated
to create a variety of
sculptures and land art.

Materials— what something is made out of.
Natural—things that appear in nature and not made
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Opaque—you cannot see through an object.
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Transparent– you can see through the object.
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Traditional Tale— A fictional story or narrative that has been
retold many times and embedded in the culture.
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